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ACCLAIM - Antarctic Circumpolar Current Levels from Altimeter and Island Measurements is providing real time data from it's network of sea level stations in the Southern Ocean as a contribution to the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). The associated research work at POL is an integral part of the many other UK contributions to Core 2, the Southern Ocean component of WOCE, and interacts with international work from the United States, South Africa, Australia, France and Germany. The principal objective is to study variations in the flow of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) on large time and space scales, however the ACCLAIM network is also a component of GLOSS (Global Sea Level Observing System). These BPR’s have supplied sea level data that has provided knowledge of tidal behaviour in this remote area.





PRIVATE POL CRUISE OBJECTIVES

1) To service and repair the Sea Level recorder at Stanley, Falkland Islands.
2) To deploy a Crocus BPR in the Drake Passage (Drake North).
3) To recover MYRTLE from the Scotia Sea.






POL personnel Geoff Hargreaves and Steve Mack arrived in the Falkland Islands 25/10/03 and started servicing the Stanley Sea Level Recorder. Joined ship on 28/10/03 and located and prepared equipment for deployment of Crocus and MYRTLE recovery.





SERVICING STANLEY SEA LEVEL RECORDER ( 27-30/10/03 )
The Stanley Sea Level Recorder (SLR) consists of two logging systems, one measuring tidal information and the other measuring wave information. The tide logger samples data every 15 minutes. The wave logger (CF1) samples data every one second and is connected to the telephone network via a modem. This system (CF1) also emails data back to POL automatically every hour using a web-modem.
Problems were occurring in dialling in to the CF1 system. A connection could not be established via the modem on numerous attempts from the UK. This was also the case when testing from a phone from the Falkland Islands. Several attempts were made to resolve the problem. All cards and modems were replaced with a equipment that had worked under test in the UK. A more substantial earth was used for the CF1 system and Cable and Wireless were contacted to perform a test on the telephone line to the gauge. All these attempts were unsuccessful at this pre-cruise time.
The tide logger was operating perfectly well. The data stored locally was downloaded and timing errors were noted. The logger was then re-started.

Stanley Sea Level Recorder Servicing Summary










1450 GMT		-	Vessel on station

1459 GMT		-	Released into the water

Total time on station: 9 minutes


Drake Passage North CROCUS BPR Deployment Summary

This Crocus was deployed to replace the BPR that couldn’t be recovered in 2002.








0916 GMT			Vessel on station.

0920, 0923 GMT		Release command transmitted.

1021 GMT			On the surface.

Total time on station: 1 hour 5 mins


PRIVATE MYRTLE Recovery Summary




SERVICING SIGNY SEA LEVEL RECORDER 27/10/1999

The Sea Level Recorder is situated in the loft of the generator shed and is housed in a metal enclosure, which in turn is fitted inside a wooden crate insulated with polystyrene, to try and give some protection from the severe cold temperatures that are experienced during an Antarctic winter. The sea sensors are situated in the middle of the bay, laying on the sea floor and are connected to the logger by armoured cable. This system has two modes of operation: winter and summer. During the summer, when the base is occupied, the system runs off trickle charged batteries from the electricity supply and during the winter it runs off lithium batteries. This was the first call of the summer season to Signy so the system was still set to winter mode of operation. 

On inspection of the system no scan was observed. Batteries were tested and were flat. New batteries were fitted and it was attempted to download the data from the SRAM card. It appeared blank and so no data was downloaded. This card was removed and replaced with a new one. A binary dump of the old card was taken for further investigation. The Toshiba laptop was installed but not powered up due to lack of mains power. The system was re-started and left running on battery power.

Servicing Signy Sea Level Recorder Summary
The Sea Level recorder was left in a working state and the base staff were left with instructions to switch to mains power when the generators were up and running. The Lithium batteries were flat and no data was found on the SRAM card. The reason for this is not yet known.

APPENDIX 1 - BPR TECHNICAL INFORMATION









Scan Expected 	124500 GMT
Actual scan timed 	124427 GMT  27/10/03

Data downloaded to stan03002.

SRAM card replaced and logger restarted.

First SRAM card was faulty so no data recorded until checked on 29/10/03 

Timebase started	191500 GMT  29/10/03






SIGNY SEA LEVEL RECORDER INFORMATION










Batteries flat- measured at 4.95V

No data recovered from over winter. SRAM card replaced and old card removed for investigation.




DRAKE PASSAGE NORTH BPR (POL 8) DEPLOYMENT INFORMATION

Location details			-	Latitude	54° 56.59’ S									Longitude	58° 21.41’ W									Depth		1148 m

On station				-	1450 GMT on 31/10/03	
Released into the water		-	1459 GMT

Acoustic Information
Benthos TR7000 Acoustic Release SN 61199
Tx = 12.00 kHz	Rx = 11.00 kHz	ID = 05
A= Enable, B = Disable, C = Release, D = Ping
Release type: Burnwire

Enable gives a 4 ping acknowledge, then 1 ping returns 1 ping.
On Release there is NO acknowledge. After timeout (~60secs) one ping sent gives 4 ping return.





Logger P3 fitted with sensor DQ68485
Timebase started at 231500 GMT on 29/10/03















MYRTLE (POL11) RECOVERY INFORMATION






Release command sent			-	0920, 0923 GMT	




Main frame release 51314		-	Rx 14.5kHz, Tx 12.0kHz, Release A
Main frame release 51329		-	Rx 10.0kHz, Tx 12.0kHz, Release D
Main pod release			-	Rx 11.0kHz, Tx 12.0kHz, 
							Satpod A, Pod2 B, Pod3 C, Pod4 D

Secondary pod release			-	Rx 11.5kHz, Tx 12.0kHz, 
							Pod2 C, Pod3 D, Pod4 E
Podule transponders			-	Satpod		-	none fitted
						Pod2		-	Rx 12.5kHz, Tx 12.0kHz
						Pod3		-	Rx 10.5kHz, Tx 12.0kHz
						Pod4		-	Rx 13.0kHz, Tx 12.0kHz

Logger
Timebase: Last scan at 194934 GMT on 05/11/03
Expected on 210000 GMT

Pod2
Batteries disconnected and sphere sealed

Pod3
Pod 3 leaked so batteries removed. Electronics left inside.

Pod4




Benthos radio beacon on Pod2		-	154.585 MHz, Channel A
Benthos radio beacon on Pod3		-	154.585 MHz, Channel A







Main frame acoustic release (51314)	-	Red	-	
						Orange	-	
Main frame acoustic release (51329)	-	Red	-	
						Orange	-	
Main pod acoustic release (48513)	-	External Batts

Secondary pod acoustic release	-	Red	12.14V	
						Orange	12.14V	
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ACCLAIM      -	Antarctic Circumpolar Current levels from Altimeter and Island Measurements
BPR		-	Bottom Pressure Recorder
CROCUS	-	Capsule for the Recovery of Ocean Circulation Under the Sea
DCP		-	Data Collection Platform
EPROM	-	Erasable Programmable Memory
FIPASS	-	Falkland Islands Passenger and Sea Service
GMT		-	Greenwich Mean Time
IES		-	Inverted Echo Sounder 
MYRTLE	-	Multi-Year Return Tidal Level Equipment
POL		-	Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
SLR		-	Sea Level Recorder
SRAM		-	Static Random Access Memory
TDS		-	Triangle Digital Services
WOCE		-	World Ocean Circulation Experiment






